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This paper is concerned with the Cauchy problem for linear evolution 
equations 
ti+A(t)u=f(t), O<I<T, (1) 
of “parabolic type” in a Banach space X,,. By this we mean that the linear 
operator -A(t) is the infinitesimal generator of a strongly continuous 
analytic semigroup on X0. 
Our study is motivated by “quasilinear parabolic evolution equations” 
tiSA(f, u)u=f(t, u), O<t<T. (2) 
In particular we are interested in existence, uniqueness, and continuity 
results for (2), which are applicable to initial boundary value problems for 
quasilinear parabolic systems. It is clear that, in order to study successfully 
the nonlinear problem (2), one has to have a thorough understanding of 
the linear problem (1). 
There is one situation where the above program has already been carried 
out and has led to very satisfactory results. This is the case which 
corresponds to “constant domains.” More precisely, it is assumed that 
there exists a Banach space X, such that D(A(t))= X, for 0~ t< T. 
Moreover, it is assumed that 
A(. ) E CP( 10, n =wx, 9 X0)) (3) 
for some p E (0, 1). Given these assumptions, it has been shown by 
Sobolevskii [29] and Tanabe [3 l] that there exists a “fundamental 
solution” ( U(t, s); 0 < s < t < T} for (1) possessing some natural regularity 
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properties. Once in possession of a fundamental solution, the Cauchy 
problem for (1) can be completely solved. (We refer to [ 131 for a direct 
approach to (1) without constructing U first.) The regularity assumption 
(3) is so mild that it allows a relatively easy treatment of the nonlinear 
problem (2) and, most importantly, that the corresponding abstract results 
are applicable to parabolic systems (see [S]). 
However, as soon as the boundary conditions depend on t or u, the 
assumption of “constant domains” in the abstract situation is no longer 
met. Therefore one has to study (2)-hence (l)-in the case of “time- 
dependent domains.” This has been done by many authors (cf. [l-3, 19, 21, 
30, 35, 361 and the references therein). On the basis of these “linear results” 
it is possible to study the abstract nonlinear problem (2) (e.g., [16]). 
Unfortunately these results do not seem to be applicable to nontrivial 
parabolic systems under nonlinear boundary conditions. 
Recently the author has given a different approach to these problems. 
The principal idea is to construct an appropriate extension a(t) of the 
operators A(t), defined in some Banach space E 1 E, such that D(A”(t)) is 
constant. Then, by using the results of Sobolevskii and Tanabe mentioned 
above, there exists an evolution operator 0 for A” on g. This evolution 
operator is then “lifted” to an evolution operator U on E for A (see [S]). 
Using this technique it has been possible to prove an existence result for 
(2) which is general enough to be applicable to quasilinear parabolic 
systems under nonlinear boundary conditions. By this method the author 
has proven, among other things, the existence of classical solutions to 
rather general quasilinear parabolic systems (see [6]; a different existence 
proof has since be given by Giaquinta and Modica [17] by means of 
“classical” estimation techniques from the theory of partial differential 
equations). 
A proof of the existence of a solution is just the first step in the 
investigation of these problems. Of great importance for the study of 
qualitative questions are theorems about continuous dependence of the 
solutions upon the data. In particular one needs to know that the solutions 
generate a local semiflow on appropriate state spaces (in the autonomous 
case, of course). Unfortunately the results, which have been obtained so 
far, do not guarantee this (cf. [6] for some related, though weaker, 
statements). This stems-ultimately-from the fact that the hypotheses, 
which have been used in [S] to construct a fundamental solution for (l), 
are too restrictive. 
In the present paper we establish the existence of a fundamental solution 
and of solutions to the Cauchy problem for (1) under rather general 
hypotheses. In particular we shall be able to drop the most restrictive 
assumption of [S], namely condition (CI), _ 8. The results of the present 
paper are very flexible and general enough to allow an easy proof of the 
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“local flow theorem” for quasilinear parabolic initial boundary value 
problems under nonlinear boundary conditions. This will be shown 
elsewhere. 
This paper consists of two parts. In the first part we impose the 
assumptions of Sobolevskii and Tanabe, which guarantee the existence of a 
unique fundamental solution U for A. Moreover we assume that there 
exists an intermediate space X, between X0 and X, such that the resolvents 
of -A(t) satisfy an estimate of the form 
(1 + I~I)ll(n+A(t))~‘II,,,.;,+ 1~11-’ II(~+A(t))~‘II,,,,,, 
+ Ill’ Il(~+A(t))~‘Il,(~.~,,,,dc (4) 
for O<t< Tand Re L>O, where O<y< 1. We assume also that A,(t), the 
maximal restriction of A(t) to X,, is densely defined. 
These assumptions are rather natural. In fact, they are automatic con- 
sequences of the Sobolevskii-Tanabe assumptions upon {A(t); 0 < t 6 T) 
(which we did not state in the Introduction), provided X, is an inter- 
polation space between X0 and X, such that X, is dense in X,. (In the main 
body of this paper we replace (4) by a slightly more general assumption 
which gives greater flexibility.) 
Then we show (in Theorem 2.2) that U restricts to a fundamental 
solution for A, on X,, provided p > y. In addition, we give sufficient 
conditions for the unique solvability of the Cauchy problem for the 
evolution equation 
zi + A,(t) u =f(t), O<t<T. (5) 
Moreover it will follow that any solution u of (1) is also a solution of (5) 
for 0 < t 9 T, providedf maps into (an appropriate subspace of) X,. Hence 
the results of Part I can be considered as regularity theorems. 
However, the main results of Part I can also be looked upon from a 
different point of view. Namely, start with problem (5) on some Banach 
space E,. If it is then possible to find an “extrapolation space” X,-, and an 
“extrapolated operator” A(t), such that the hypotheses of Sobolevskii and 
Tanabe, as well as assumption (4), are satisfied, then we can solve the 
Cauchy problem for (5). Observe that the operators A,(t) will not have 
constant domains, in general. However, some intermediate space between 
X, and D(A,(t)), namely Xi, is constant. In this respect our results are 
related to, though different from, results of Kato [19], Sobolevskii [30], 
and Acquistapace and Terreni [ 11. 
In Part II we take up the second viewpoint. In Section 6 we present a 
general method for the construction of “extrapolation spaces” and 
“extrapolated operators” (in fact, generators of semigroups). These results 
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are slight generalizations of theorems which have been proven in 
[7, Appendix; 9, Theorem 8.31. (The latter “almost reiteration theorem” 
(see Theorem 6.3 of the present paper) is the deeper reason why we are 
now able to drop assumption (CI),-, of [8].) In particular it is shown 
that they contain (and simplify) the recent extrapolation results of 
Da Prato and Grisvard [ 123 as a very special case. 
The main results of this paper are Theorems 2.2, 7.2, and 8.2. The 
hypotheses of the latter two theorems are verifiable, in particular, in the 
&-setting of parabolic initial boundary value problems (cf. also [S]). 
PART I: ABSTRACT PARABOLIC EVOLUTION EQUATIONS 
1. PARABOLIC FUNDAMENTAL SOLUTIONS 
Throughout this paper all vector spaces are over C. The real case can be 
handled by complexilication. 
Let X and Y be Banach spaces. Then we denote by 9(X, Y) the Banach 
space of all bounded linear operators from X to Y, Isom(X, Y) is the set of 
all isomorphisms in 9(X, Y), and y(X) :=2(X, X). Moreover, ys(X, Y) 
denotes the vector space 9(X, Y) endowed with the strong topology, that 
is, the topology of pointwise convergence, and ys(X) := Ts(X, X). In 
general we denote by D(A) the domain, by R(A) the range, and by p(A) 
the resolvent set of a linear operator A. 
We write Xq Y (respectively Xc5 Y) if X is continuously (respectively 
compactly) imbedded in Y, and X 4 ’ Y if X is also dense in Y. If Xq Y 
and A: D(A) c Y + Y is a linear operator in Y then we define the 
X-realization A, of A (the part of A in X) to be the linear operator in X 
given by 
D(A,):=(xED(A)~X;AXEX}, A,x := Ax. 
It is obvious that A, is closed in X if A is closed in Y. 
In the following T is a fixed positive number, 
~~:=((f,.s);O<s<f~T}, 
and Td is the closure of pA in IR’. 
If cp is a function of two real variables and $ is a fuction of one real 
variable then we write 
provided these compositions are meaningful. 
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Suppose now that X and Y are Banach spaces with Y 4 X and (A(t); 
0 6 t < T} is a family of closed linear operators in X. Moreover let the 
following conditions (U 1 )-( U4) be satisfied: 
UE C(T,, =%49,(X)) n C(i-,, -WK Y)); WJl) 
U( t, t) = id, WC s) = UC4 z) WC s), vJ2) 
Ods<Tdt<T; 
NV& s)) = W(t)), (6 ~16 T,, (U3) 
AUE C(F,, Y(X)) and sup (t -s)ll AU(t, s)ll < co. 
(I, S)E ?A 
Moreover 
u( ., s) E C’((s, Tl, y(X)) and a, u= -AU, 
NA(t)) = K O<t<T, 
U(4 .)E C’(CO, t), my, X)), O<t<T, 
(U4) 
and 
a,u3 UA. 
Then U is said to be a parabolic fundamental solution (evolution operator) 
for {A(t); 0 < t < T} and Y is a regularity subspace for U. 
If 0 6 s < T and f: [s, T] -+ X, then by a solution of the (linear) evolution 
equation 
z.+ A(t) u=f(t), s<t<T, 
we mean a function u E C( [s, T], X) n C’((s, T], X) such that 
u(t)ED(A(t))andli(t)+A(t)u(t)=f(t)fors<t6T.Ifu(s)=x, thenuisa 
solution of the Cauchy problem 
zi + A(r) u =f (t), s<t<T, u(s) = x. (CP),, x) 
Let (s, X)E [0, T) xX and fE C( [s, T], X), and let u be a solution of 
(CP),,;,. Then it is easily seen that 
u(t)= U(t,s)u(s)+j’U(t,T)f(T)dt, s<t<T, 
s 
(1) 
where U E C( Td , ys;p,( X)) is any function satisfying U( t, t) = id for t E [0, T] 
and (U4). Since (Ul ) and (U3) imply that U( ., s) x is a solution of 
ti+ A(t) u=O, s<t<T, u(s) = x, (2) 
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for every (s, x) E [0, T) x X, it follows that there exists at most one parabolic 
fundamental solution for {A(t); 0 d t < T) (for any regularity subspace) and 
that (U2) is already implied by (Ul ), (U3), and (U4). 
The following general theorem gives relatively simple sufficient 
conditions guaranteeing the solvability of (CP),, xj. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let U be a parabolic fundamental solution for {A(t); 
0 < t < T) with regularity subspace Y. Let Z be a Banach space with 
YGZqXandlet 
f E C(CO, Tl, Z). (3) 
Moreover suppose that there are constants c1 E [0, 1) and c > 0 such that 
II u(t, s)Il~p(z. Y,+ II AWt, s)llc~lp(z,x) <c(t-S)-a, (t, S)E PA. (4) 
Then (CP)(, ‘) has for each (s, x) E [0, T) x X a unique solution u( ., s, x) and 
u(., .> X)E WA, n x E x. 
Proof Recall that U( ., s) x is a solution of (2) and observe that 
Uxd’(&, Y) by (Ul). 
Let 
v(t,s) :=j’ U(t, t)f(r)dr, (t, S)E Td. 
s 
Then it follows from (Ul), (3), and (4) that 
VEC(T~, Y). (5) 
Hence u( ., s, x) := U( ., s) x + v( ., s) has the desired properties if we show 
that v(., s) is a solution of (CP),,,,. 
Let OGs<t<t+hdTand observe that 
hh’[v(t+h,s)-v(t,s)] 
=h-‘j-‘[U(t+h,+U(t,T)]f(T)dr 
s 
Since (3) and (Ul ) imply Uf E C( Td , X), it follows that 
I 
r+h 
+h-’ U(t+h, s)f(T)dz=:Z,+Zl,. 
I 
II, -f(t) as h + 0. (6) 
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Observe that 
U(t+h,r)-U(t,z)= -j,r+hAU(o,r)dr 
in 9(X) by (U3). Hence it follows from (4) that 
Now we deduce from Lebesgue’s theorem, (3), (4), and (U3) that 
I,+ - t4U(t,r)f(r)dt= -A(t)o(t,s), s h-0. (7) s 
Hence (6) and (7) show that the right derivative 8: a( ., s) exists on (s, T) 
and satisfies 
a:dt,S)= -A(t)u(t,s)+f(t), s<t<T. 
Moreover we deduce from (3), (4), (U3), and (7) that 8: u( ., S)E 
C( [s, T], X). Now the assertion follows. 1 
COROLLARY 1.2. Suppose, in addition, that U E C( T,, 5$( Y)). Then 
4 ., .> Y)E C(Tz,, Y)> YE Y. 
Proof: This follows from u( ., ., y) = Uy + u and from (5). 1 
A solution u of the Cauchy problem (CP),S,x, is said to be a strict 
solution if u E C’( [s, T], X). Thus, iffg C( [s, T], X) and u is a solution of 
(CP),,,,, then u is a strict solution iff 
A(.)u(.)~c(Cs, Tl, 0 (8) 
The following theorem gives sufficient conditions for a solution of 
(CP),S,.X, to be strict. 
THEOREM 1.3. Let the hypotheses of Theorem 1.1 be satisfied and assume 
that 0 E p(A(t)), 0 B t d T, and 
AUA-‘EC(T,, ys(X)). (9) 
Moreover suppose that SE [0, T) and XE D(A(s)). Then u( ., s, x) is a strict 
solution of (CP),, x,. 
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Proof: Observe that 
A(t)u(t,s,x)=AU(t,s)x+Au(t,s), s<t<T, (10) 
and that 
h(t, S) = j-’ A(l(t, T)~(T) ds, (6 s)E T,, 
s 
by (4) and the closedness of A(t). The estimate (4) implies easily that 
AvEC(T,, X). (11) 
Since AU(t,s)x=AUA-‘(t,s)y with y:=A(s)x~X, it follows from 
(9))(11) that (8) is true, which proves the assertion. 1 
As will be seen in Section 8, assumption (4) is satisfied, in general, if Z is 
an appropriate interpolation space between X and Y. In fact, the above 
proof is nothing but the abstract counterpart of known proofs in the 
“interpolation space setting” (cf. [S, 271). 
Remark 1.4. Suppose that U is a parabolic fundamental solution for 
{A(t); 0 d t d T} with regularity subspace Y. Then it is easily verified that 
U,( t, s) := e “U(t, s) e’-“, (6 3) E T,, 
is for each J E R a parabolic fundamental solution for {A + A(t); 0 6 t 6 T} 
with regularity subspace Y. Thus the assumption in Theorem 1.3 that 
0 E p( A( t)) for 0 < t d T is no real restriction, in general. 
2. EXISTENCE OF PARABOLIC FUNDAMENTAL SOLUTIONS 
In the following we put 
C,:= (zEC\{O}; ]argzI <9+71/2} 
and L’, := 2, u (0 > for 0 < 9 < 7112. Then we assume that 
X0 and X, are Banach spaces with X, 4 ‘X,,. 
Each A(t), 0 < t < T, is a closed linear operator in X0 with 
D(A(t))=X,. 
p( - A( t)) 2 Co and there exists a constant M such that tAoI 
Ilta+A(t))-‘II qxo,dM/(l + ILO, IIE.ZO,O<t<T. 
A( .) E Cp( [0, T], JZ’( X,, X,))for some p E (0, 1). 
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Observe that, due to the open mapping and the closed graph theorems, 
the graph norm of D(A(t)) is an equivalent norm on A’,. Thus Oep(A(t)) 
implies 
A(.)E WC& Tl, Isom(X,, X0)). (1) 
Recall that Isom(E, F) is open in P’(E, F), where E and F are Banach 
spaces, and that 
(BH BP’)E C”(Isom(E, F), Isom(F, E)). (2) 
Hence it follows from (1) that 
A -‘( .) E Cp( [0, T], Isom(X,, X,)). (3) 
Now we can prove the following 
THEOREM 2.1. There exists a parabolic fundamental solution U for {A(t), 
0 < t 6 T}. It possesses X, as regularity subspace and satisfies 
UE C(T,, =%(X,)1. (4) 
ProoJ: The existence of U with regularity subspace X, has been shown, 
independently, by Sobolevskii [29] and Tanabe [31]. The results of these 
authors imply also 
AUA-‘eC(T,, 6p,(X,)). (5) 
However, (1) and (3) show that (4) and (5) are equivalent. 1 
It follows from (1) and (3) that there exist constants L and N such that 
IIA(s)-A(t)ll~pcx,.x,,~L Is--tlP, s, t E CO, Tl, (6) 
and 
II A(t)ll yvcx,,xr,)+ IIA 1(t)ll,~.,,x,6N O<t<T. (7) 
Moreover it is a well-known consequence of (A,) that there are constants 
9 E (0, n/2) and M’, depending only upon A4, such that p( - A( t)) 2 & and 
Il(~+A(t))~‘II,,,,dM’l(l + 1~11, 2EZg,0<t<T. (8) 
We denote now by y an arbitrary fixed number in (0, 1) and impose the 
following additional assumption: 
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X, is a Banach space with X, 4 X, G X0. 
There exist constants K and 0 < y _ < y + < p such that 
Cl+ I~I)II(~+A(t))-‘Il~~(x;,+ I~llpY+ Il(~+A(t))~‘I/,(,,,.;, 
+ IAl’- lI(~+A(t))~‘II,,~~,,,,~K (A,) 
for all 1 E C, and t E [0, T]. 
A,(t), the X,-realization of A(t), is densely defined for 
O<t<T. 
It should be noted that the number y is only used to label in a 
convenient way an intermediate space between X0 and X,. The numerical 
value of y does not appear anywhere. 
We denote by U, the X,-realization of U, := U. Observe that U, is 
simply the restriction of U0 to X,, considered as an operator in X,. 
After these preparations we can formulate the main result of this chapter. 
THEOREM 2.2. U, is a parabolic fundamental solution for {A,,(t); 
0 6 t < T}. It possesses X, as regularity subspace and satisfies 
Moreover, there exists a constant c, depending only upon, K, L, M, N, p, y-, 
y + , and T, but not upon the individual operators A(t), such that 
II U(t, s)ll Yp(X,) + II A,&$% ~)llucx~,+ (t-s)11 u(t, s)ll~m,x,j 
+ (t - s)ll A, U,(t> s)ll ye(x,,j +(t - sY+ II VL s)ll “Fp(x,, ;
+(t-s)‘-ym /IwJlI,(&.,,dc 
for(t,s)~~~,~~{O,y,1},andB~{O,y}. 
The proof of this theorem will be given in Section 4, after having 
established, in Section 3, some technical preliminaries. In Part II we shall 
show that Assumption (A,) is rather natural. 
The importance of Theorem 2.2 lies in the fact that it improves almost 
automatically the regularity of solutions to the evolution equation 
ti+ A(t) u=f(t). (9) 
In fact, suppose that u is not only a solution of (9) but even a solution of 
ti+A,(t)u=f(t), (10) 
then we know that u(t) E D(A,( t)) G X, , which implies additional regularity 
for U. It follows from Theorem l.l-and, of course, Theorem 2.2-that u is 
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a solution of (10) if f maps [0, T] continuously into some interpolation 
space between X, and Xi. This will be seen more clearly in Section 7. Here 
we give another condition for f guaranteeing the same effect. 
THEOREM 2.3. Suppose that f~ CE( [0, T], X,) for some E E (0, 1). Then 
the Cauchy problem for (10) has, for each (s, x) E [0, T) x X,, a unique 
solution. 
Proof. This follows by modifying the proof of [S, Theorem 6.11 in an 
obvious way. 1 
3. TECHNICAL PRELIMINARIES 
In the following we need some technical lemmas whose proofs follow 
from arguments which are essentially well known in this field (e.g., [32]). 
However, since we do not know of a precise reference we include the proofs 
for the reader’s convenience. 
Throughout this section X is a Banach space and M denotes a metric 
space. We suppose that 0 < 9 < z/2 and, throughout this paper, r denotes a 
piecewise smooth curve in L?$, running from cOePiC9 +z’2) to coe’(’ +n’2). 
In the following we denote by c, c(M, K, . ...), etc., various numerical 
constants which may be different from formula to formula and may depend 
upon the indicated quantities. However, these constants are always 
independent of the independent variables and of the individual operators 
occurring at a given place. 
LEMMA 3.1. Suppose that f: .J?, x M x (0, 00 ) --+ X satisfies: 
(i) f ( ., p, t): 2, -+ X is holomorphic (in some neighbourhood of zg) 
for each fixed (p, t) E M x (0, co). 
(ii) There exist constants u E IL! and y > 0 such that 
II f (4 pL, t)ll G y IA I -a I e” I, (2,/t, t)E&xMx(O, co). 
Then 
and 
f (4 PL, t) d2 1 E C(M x (0, cc ), X) 
f (4 p, t) d2 < yc(a, 9) t’l- I, h t)EMx (0, ~0). 
580'78 2-4 
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Proof: Let (p, t) E A4 x (0, co ) be fixed and let r = r; + S, + f: , where 
r; := {r,~ic9+n/2);t-l~r<CO} 
and 
Then 
= 5 ,T, {f(repics + *l’), p, t)y-‘9 
+.f (re i(s + R/Z), p, [) i”} i d,. 
s 8 + n/2+ -,ypn,2f(t-1eirp, p, t) it-‘ei’P dq 
By substituting s := tr sin 9 in the first integral on the right, it transforms 
into 
Since 1 e>f 1 = et Re i. and Re( + i~e”~/t sin 9) = -s/t, it follows from (ii) that 
II j 
rfU.,p, t) d/I d t"-' 
II i 
2y(sin 9)“- ’ jsI y s-‘ePs ds 
+)‘s 
8 f n/2 
ecosv dq = yc(cr, 9) ta- ’ 
- 9 - 7712 I 
Now the assertion is an easy consequence of the theorem on the continuity 
of parameter integrals and of Cauchy’s theorem. 1 
COROLLARY 3.2. Zf a < 1 andf ( ., p, t) is holomorphic in a neighbourhood 
of C,9 then 
II j f(A,p,t)dA <2y(sin9)“-1T(1-a)t”P1, II (I4 l)EMX (0, a). r 
ProoJ This follows by deforming r into r,- + r:. 1 
LEMMA 3.3. Suppose that A(p) is, for each p E M, a closed densely 
defined linear operator in X such that 
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(i) p( -A(,u)) I 2, and there is a constant y > 0 such that 
II(~+4wII GY IW’~ (LP)EC,XM. 
(ii) (A+A(.)))‘EC(M, Y(X)), AELs. 
Put 
VP, t) := & J: e”‘(L + A(p))-’ dl, (P, t)EMx (0, co), 
and 
U(p, 0) := idX, /.luE. 
Then 
UE C(M x (0, m 1, -wW) f-l C(M x co, co), Z(W). 
Proof The first assertion follows from Lemma 3.1, and that lemma 
shows also that 
II wb t)ll Q 4YT WY (P, t) E M x (0, co 1. (1) 
Hence it remains to prove that U is strongly continuous at M x (0). 
Since, by Cauchy’s theorem, 
U(p, t)- U(~,O)=~.f~eil[(i+A(io)~‘-l’] dl 
Lebesgue’s theorem and the arguments of the proof of Lemma 3.1 imply 
w.4 t) x - w> 0) x 
as t+O. Since lIAP’(A.+A(~))-lII<y IAlP for A.E,~~, it follows from 
Cauchy’s theorem that the last integral is zero. Hence (1) and the density of 
D(A(p)) in X show that U(p, t) -+ U(p, 0) in Ys(X) as t + 0, for every fixed 
p E M. Finally, 
w, t) - WV, 0) = U(Pl t) - U(P, Oh p, VEA4, t>o, 
by the definition of U( ., 0). Now the assertion follows. i 
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Moreover we shall repeatedly use the following simple 
LEMMA 3.4. Let --cO<s<t<m anda, /?E(--1, CO). Then 
s ‘(t-r)a(r-s)Bdr=(t-s)n+8+iB(1+cq1+~), 3 
where B is the beta function. 
Proof: Make the substitution r H (z - s)/(t - s) and use B(x, y) = 
Wt x). I 
Let now Y and Z be Banach spaces and C(E R. Then we denote by 
si(X, Y, ~1) the Banach space of all k E C( p,, 9(X, Y)) satisfying 
II k II (a) := sup (t -s)ll II Qt, s)ll < ~0, 
(I.S)EFd 
endowed with the norm 11 .II(IJ, and R(X, CI) := fi(X, A’, a). It is easily seen 
that 
and that 
a < 8, (2) 
WC y,cc)~c(T,,=WX Y))G~(X KO)=W~dK’L Y)) (3) 
for c( < 0, provided each k E R(X, Y, c() is extended over T, by letting 
k( t, t) := 0, 0 6 t < T. Here BC denotes the Banach space of bounded and 
continuous functions. Moreover, the imbedding constants are Tpm’ in case 
(2), and T-” in the first imbedding of (3). 
For k E R(X, Y, a) and h E R( Y, Z, /?) with a v /I < 1 we put 
h * k(t, s) := j-’ h(t, T) k(r, s) dz, (t, S)E Pd. 
s 
Then it follows from Lemma (3.3) that 
h*kER(X,Z,cc+B-1) (4) 
and 
II h * k II (a+8-1j<B(1-ay l-P)llhllcp, llkll,,,. (5) 
In the following we write A E 9(X, A4, o) if -A is the infinitesimal 
generator of a strongly continuous semigroup {e-IA ; t > 0} on X, that is, in 
P’(X) such that 
11 e ~ ” 11 < Me”‘, t 2 0. 
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If -A generates a strongly continuous holomorphic semigroup on X then 
we write A E Z(X). We refer to [ 18, 20, 22, 23, 26, 321 for the basic facts 
about semigroups, which we shall use freely below. 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 2.2 
In this section we employ the assumptions and notations of Section 2. 
Step (i): Proof of Property (Ul). In the following we put A,,(t) :=A(t), 
denote by A,(t) the X,-realization of A(t), and let 11. )IoL be the norm in A’,, 
CLE (0, y, 1> =: 2. Since XH l/A(t) x/I0 define uniformly (with respect to 
t E [0, r]) equivalent norms on X,, it is easily seen that 
II(J*+A,(t))-‘ll Y(X,) G c(Wl( 1 + 12 IL AEC,~, O<t<T. (1) 
Since X, = D(A( t)) is dense in X0, there exists for each x E X, and E > 0 an 
element VEX, with IlA(tyll,<E/iV. Thus A-‘(t)yED(A,(t)) and 
IIx-A~‘(t)yII,dNIIA(t)x-yII,<&, which shows that 
A ,(t) is densely defined in A’, . (2) 
Hence it follows from (l), (2), assumption (A,), and the closedness of the 
operators A,(t) that A,(t) E X(X,) and 
AL(t) (-1)’ ,-=Mo- 
I 2ni r 
Ije”s(l+A,(t))-l dl, 
for s > 0, 0 < t < T, j E N, and c1 E 2. Moreover it is obvious that 
e-“A”w =e -sA/d’) 1 x,, cc,fiEZ,CI>/3. 
Observe also that (A,) and X, G X, 4 X0 imply (cf. also (2.3)) that 
(~+A(W’EC(CO, Tl, -W’,. xp,,, 4 B E z, @I 6 p. 
Moreover the identity 
A(t)(A+A(t))-‘= 1 -l(/l+A(t))-’ 
and assumption (A,) imply 
Il(n - A(t))-’ II s?p(xlJ, X,) G c(M, WY AEZs,O<t<T. 
We put now 
a,(t, s) :=,-cr-.s)Arw, (t,s)ET,,crEZ, 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
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and 
k(t, s) := - [A(t) - A(s)] a(t, s), (c s) E i-A> 
where a :=a,. Then it follows from (l), (3), (5), (6), (A,), (A,), and 
Lemmas 3.1 and 3.3 that 
k~%f,, x0, 1 -u-p)nWX,, x0, 1 -Y- -PI, ME (0, I>. (8) 
Moreover the norms of these operators in the respective spaces are 
bounded by constants depending only upon 
~2 := {K L, M, N, Y+, Y-, P, r>. 
It is a consequence of (8) and [S, Theorem 1.21 that the equation 
w=k+k*w (9) 
has a unique solution w E %(X0, 1 -p) and that 
w=k+w*k. (10) 
Hence we deduce from (3.2), (3.4), and (8) that 
wESi(X,,Xo,l-a-P)nSI(X,,X,,l-y--P), @lE (0, I>, (11) 
which, together with (7), implies 
a * WER(X,, A-,, -~-P)nWX,,Xfl,8-Y- -P) 
nfi(X,, y+ -~--p)n~(X,,X,,y+-cr-p), 4 BE (0, 1). 
(12) 
In addition, the norms of these operators are bounded by c(A). This is a 
consequence of (8), (lo), a generalized Gronwall inequality (e.g., [4, 
Corollary 2.4]), and (3.5). 
The proofs of Theorem 2.1 show that 
U=a+a* w (13) 
(cf. also [S]). Hence we obtain from (3.2), (3.3), (7), and (12) that 
uER(X,,O)nSi(X,,X,,y+)n~(X,,X,, I-Y-), NE (0, Y}, (14) 
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with norms bounded by c(A), and that 
UE C(T,, ax,)), NfJ (0, r}. (15) 
This implies, in particular, condition (U 1) for U,. 1 
Step (ii): Proof of Property (U3). Since U is the parabolic fundamental 
solution for (A(t); 0 < t f T}, it is known that U( ., s) E C’( [s, r], 9(X,)), 
that 
a+= -.4u=aa,a+a,(a* w), (16) 
and that 
+ 
s 
’ [A(t) e-‘rpr)A(r) -A(r) e-‘r-r)A’r)] W(T, s) dz 
s 
+ 
s 
’ A(t) eC(‘-T)A(‘)[w(t, s) - w(z, s)] dz 
s 
=:(I)+(II)+(III) (17) 
for (t, s) E FA (cf. [32, formula (5.29)]), where the derivatives and the 
integral are computed in 2(X,), of course. However, we shall now show 
that we can replace 9(X,) in (16) and (17) by 3(X,,). 
First we note that (1 ), (3), (6), (A,), (A,), and Lemma 3.1 imply 
s’+~~’ /IAi(t)e-“A”‘(I~(X,,XII)+siIIA-‘(f)e-”A”’II~(X;) 
+s’+?+ IIAi(t)e-SA”’ II~p(xo,x;.~ 
+S ‘+‘--y- llAj(t)e~“A”‘II,(,:,.,,~c(~) (18) 
for s>O, O<t< T, jE (0, l}, and CI, PEZ, cx<d/. Since 
a,a(t,S)= -A(s)~-“-“‘~‘“), (4 $1~ T,, 
it follows from (18) that 
with norm bounded by c(A). 
From (11) and (18) we see that 
(I)ER(&, 1 +y+ -Y- -P)dw,, 1) 
with norm bounded by c(A). 
(19) 
(20) 
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Observe that (A,), (A,), and (6) imply 
II(~~+~(~))~‘-(~+~(~))-‘II,‘,,~~) 
d II(~+A(f))rI/ ~‘Xo,X;.’ IIA(s)-A(t)ll,,,,,,, II(~+Ab))--’ IIsqXo,X,) 
dc(Ji)ls-tlf IAIY+- 1 
for s, t E [0, T’] and I E C,9. Consequently, by Lemma 3.1, 
IIA(t)e~“-“‘A”‘-A(s)e~“~“‘A’“‘II~’XO,X;.) 
Ile”‘~.~‘[(i+A(t))-‘-(~+A(s))~‘] dA 
!I P’XO. x;, 
d c(Aq(t - sy - ?+ ~ ’ (21) 
for (t,s)EF,. Since p>y+ we deduce from (ll), (21), (3.4), and (3.5) that 
(WEWX,, 1 +y+ -Y- -2P)GR(X,, 1) (22) 
with norm bounded by c(A). 
In order to estimate (III) we follow arguments from [32] (cf. in par- 
ticular [32, Lemma 5.4.21) and derive first an estimate for k( t, s) - k(z, s), 
O<s<t<t<T. 
Clearly 
Qt, s) - 47, $1 = C47) - A(t)1 4L s) - CA(T) - 4s)lC4t, 3) - 47, s)l 
(23) 
and 
(t - s)ll C47) - A(t)1 act3 ~)llT(X,’ 
+ tt--ry- lIC47)-A(t)1 4c s)II~~o,,,~c(~)(t-7t)P 
by (7) and (A,). Moreover, since 
(24) 
a(t, s) - ~(7, s) = - j-’ A(s) e ‘upJ’A’S’da, 
I 
it follows from (18) that 
II 4t3 s) - 47, ~Nl,(Xz, X,’ 
6 c(d) s’ (CT -s)“” 2 do 
7 
= c(A)(z - sp- 1 (l- [(r-s)/(t-s)y’~‘} 
<c(d5if)(t-7)(7-.s)6’a’~2 
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for CI E (0, y}, where 6(O) :=0 and J(y) :=y-. Hence 
llC4~)-~(~~lC4~, s)--a(~, s)lll~~~,,~O~~c(~)(t-z)(r-s)6(a~~2+~. (25) 
On the other hand, we deduce from (7) that 
II [NT) - A(s)lC46 s) - 47 ~)lll~~X,, X0) 
dU-JY (II46 J)llY(x,,x,)+ IId? ~)IIYu(X,,X,)) 
<c(Jiq[(t-.p-’ (Z--)P+(t--S)6(r)~l+p] 
<C(,)(T-,)acm)-‘+p. (26) 
By combining (25) and (26) we see that 
II CA(t) - A(s)1 C4c s) - 4% s)l II 2(X,, X0) 
<c(&)(t-T)” (z--s)kv+2+P)P (t-S)kv+l+P)(I-P) 
= c(A)(t - t)” (z -S)+- ‘. (27) 
Thus we obtain from (23), (24), and (27) the estimate 
(z - s)ll WC s) -k(? s)ll I + (t - sll -?- II 4c s) - NT, mfpcx,, X0) 
<c(Jtq(t-7)“. (28) 
On the other hand, by (8), 
II 46 s) - k(? s)ll I ~C(dhf){(t-s)~-~+(T-s)~--} 
d c(Jif)(z - sy - l. (29) 
Thus it follows from (28) and (29) that 
I/ k(4 3) - UG s)ll ~(xo)<c(%A)[(t-z)” (z-s)-‘]~‘p (z--.Tp-‘)“-fi’~) 
,<C(~)(t--)B(t--)P-S~‘, (30) 
where 0 < /? < p. 
Finally, we deduce from (9) that 
w( t, s) - w(t, s) = k( t, s) - k(r, s) 
+ j-’ Ck( t,a)-k(z,a)] w(o,s)da+ ‘k(r,o)w(cr,s)dcr s s 7 
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Thus (28), (30) (1 l), (8) and Lemma 3.4 imply 
II w(t, s) - 47, ~)llY(X,. X0) 
<c(A) (t-7)P (7-s)‘--’ 
+ &a)P-’ (d-s)P+~-=l da s I
(t-T)~(T-s)“--I+ j’(t-CT)“-’(a-s)P+Y---& (31) 1 
for 0 < B < p. Moreover, again by Lemma 3.4, 
J(t,z,s):=j’(t-a)@ (o--~)p+y--~d~ 
r 
c(p)(t-7)” (t-.Yy’+y--’ if p+y--120 
c(p, y-)(t-7)2P+Y--1 if p+y--l<O. (32) 
Consequently we obtain from (3), (A,), (A,), Lemma 3.1, (17), (31), (32), 
and Lemma 3.4 that 
provided we fix /? := B(p, y + ) E (y + , p). Thus 
(III)~JZ(~,, 1) 
and we deduce from (16), (17), (19), (20), and (22) that 
8, uwq, 1) (33) 
with norm bounded by c(.k’). Moreover, since 8, U = -AU and A,(t) is 
the X,-realization of A(r) it follows from (33) and (14) that 
WU,(c s)) = WA,(t))> (4 3) E PA (34) 
and 
iY,U(X.,,= -A,U,. (35) 
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U(t, s) = U(T, s) + lr 8, U(a, s) do in Y(X), 
r 
Hence, by restricting (36) to X,, we see that 
U,(t, s) = U,(t, s) - j-’ A, U&o, s) da, 
7m 
where, due to (33), the integral converges in 
O<s<t<t6T. (36) 
O<s<z<t<T, (37) 
Y(X,). This shows that 
U,( ., s) E C’((s, T], 2(X,)) and 8, U, = -A, U,. Hence condition (U3) is 
satisfied. 1 
Step (iii): Proof of Property (U4). We put 
b(t,s) :=,-(r-s)acr), h(t, s) := b(t, s)[A(t)-A(s)], (t, s) E T,. 
Then it follows from (A,) and (18) that 
hENX,> 1 -PI (38) 
and 
Ah-(X,,&, 1 +y+ -PI 
with norms bounded by c(M). Hence, by (2.4), 
AhAPEA(X,, x,, 1 +y+ -p) (39) 
with norm bounded by c(A), Moreover, by integrating the identity 
d,[eCc’pr)A(r)U(~, s)] = h(t, 7) U(z, s), O<s<z<t<T, 
we see that U satisfies the equation 
U=b+h* U. (40) 
Since AbA-’ E R(X,, 0), we deduce from (40) that 
AUA-‘=AbA-‘+A@* U)A-‘=AbA~‘+(AhA-‘)*(AUA-‘), (41) 
where the last “convolution” is meaningful because of (39) and y + < p. 
Now observe that 
AbA-‘=a+(Ab-aA)A-’ (42) 
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and 
(AhaA)A-‘(t,s)=-& j n&-‘@+A(?))-’ 
r 
x [A(s)-A(t)](A+A(s))-’ A-‘(s)di. 
Consequently (1 ), (A,), (A,), and Lemma 3.1 imply 
(Ah-aA)A~‘ER(X,,y~-y+-p)csC(T,,8(X,)). 
Hence, by (42) and (7), 
AbA~‘EC(T,,~(X,))cSI(X,,O), (43) 
and the norm in R(X,, 0) is bounded by c(A). 
By (39), X,GX,, (43) and [S, Theorem 1.21 we deduce from (41) that 
AUA-‘ESI(X,,O) (44) 
and that 
AUA--‘=AbA-‘+r* (AbA-I), (45) 
where 
Moreover it follows from (45), (43), [4, Corollary 2.41, and (3.5) that the 
norm of r is bounded by c(A). Hence, by (3.4) (3.5), and (43), 
r*(A6A-‘)ER(X,,y+-p), 
which implies, together with (43), (45), and (3.3) that 
AUA-‘d(T,, Ys(Xy)) (46) 
and that the norm of AUA-’ in R(X,, 0) is bounded by c(A). 
Recall that we know already from Theorem 2.1 that U(t, .) E C’( [O, t), 
ax, 2 X0)) and that 8, U= UA. Hence, by (14) a2 UE C( [O, t), 
ZS(X,, X,)), from which we deduce, similarly as in Step (ii), that 
U(t, .)E C’(L-05 0, =%x,3 X,)1. 
Moreover, using again a, U = UA, as well as (15) and the fact that A, is the 
X,, - realization of A, we see that 
a,u,3 U,A,. 
Hence condition (U4) is satisfied. 
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By the considerations of Section 2 we know that (Ul), (U3), and (U4) 
imply (U2). Thus, by observing ‘(46), we see that Theorem 2.2 has been 
completely proven. 1 
PART II: EVOLUTION EQUATIONS IN INTERPOLATION 
AND EXTRAPOLATION SPACES 
5. INTERPOLATION FUNCTORS 
We denote by &? the category whose objects are the Banach spaces and 
whose morphisms are the bounded linear operators. Moreover ?& denotes 
the category of densely injected pairs of Banach spaces, that is, the objects of 
g2 are the pairs (X0, Xi) of Banach spaces with X, qd X0 and the 
morphisms T: (X,,, X,) + (Y,, Y,) are the maps TE 9(X,, Y,) satisfying 
TE 3(X,, Y, ). (As already done before, we often use the same symbol for 
a map and its restriction if no confusion seems likely.) 
For each 0 E (0, 1) we denote by 
the (standard) complex interpolation functor and by 
(.,.)o,,:%+% l<Pb% 
the real interpolation functors. (We refer to [ 10, 331 for the basic facts 
about interpolation theory, which we shall use freely below.) 
In particular we choose for each one of the above interpolation functors 
any one of the possible equivalent norms and work with these norms 
throughout. However, it is not difficult to verify that all our results below 
are independent of the particular norms on the Banach spaces which occur, 
except that some of the numerical constants change their values if we 
replace a norm by an equivalent one. 
For 0 < 0 < 1 we define a further interpolation functor 
t.3 xJ,m :&I~-+~ (1) 
by assigning to the object (X0, X, ) of 9& the closure of X1 in (X0, X, ),, ~ 
and to the morphism T: (X,,, X,) + (Y,,, Y,) its restriction to (X,,, X,)“,, oC. 
Then (1) is an exact interpolation functor of exponent 0. In a recent paper 
it has been shown by Dore and Favini [ 143 that (X0, X,)“,, m coincides 
(except for equivalent noms) with the “continuous interpolation space” 
introduced by Da Prato and Grisvard [ 11-J. 
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Recall that 
~~~~~~~,,,~~~~~~,~,,,~C~~~~,l,~~~O~~,~,,,cy~~,~~~~,,, (2) 
for 1 <p < co and 0 < q < 0 -C r < 1. Moreover A’, is dense in (X0, X,),, y n 
[X0, A’, lr for 0 < [ < 1 and 1 d q < co. From this we deduce easily that 
L (X0, Xl)“,, Cc ++ (X0? Xl )q,p (3) 
for 1 <p< cc and O<~,J<@<<< 1. Moreover, if A EY(X,,, M, o) for 
some A43 1 and o < 0 then the fractional powers A’, CI > 0, are well- 
defined closed linear operators and 
(X0, D(A”)),,m, 1 4 WA”) 4 (X0, WArn))a,,,m (4) 
for 0 < CI < m and m E N (cf. [33, Theorem 1.15.2]), where, of course, 
D(Ap) is endowed with the graph norm topology for /I>O. Since 
D(A”) 4’ D(A”) for 0 6 c( <m it follows that 
(Xcl, WA”)L,m, 1 6 WA”) d (X0, mv:,,, m (5) 
for O<ct<m and mEN. 
We choose now, for each 0 E (0, l), any one of the interpolation functors 
c., .I@, c.3 h,p 16p<m, or C.,.)“,,, and denote this fixed choice simply 
by ( ., .)@. Observe that 
(., ~)@:sz12+4?, O<O<l, 
is a well-defined exact interpolation functor of exponent 0 such that 
x, 6 (X0, Xl), 6 x0 (6) 
for O<O< 1. 
6. SEMIGROUPS IN INTERPOLATION AND 
EXTRAPOLATION SPACES 
We suppose now that 
E is a Banach space and A E 9( E, M, o) for some M 2 1 and w < 0. 
Then we let 
Ilxllk := lIAkxII, x E D( Ak), k E Z, 
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Put 
J% := WAk), II .llk) if k>,O, 
and let 
E, be the completion of (E, /I . Ilk) if k < 0. 
We denote by A, the E,-realization of A if k > 0 and the closure of A in E, 
if k < 0, respectively. Finally, we let 
and denote by A, the E,-realization of A, for k < a <k + 1 and k E Z. 
THEOREM 6.1. The “scale” ( (E,, A,); a E IR} is well defined and each E, 
is a Banach space. 
Let -cD<<<~~<ccI. Then 
(i) E, czd E, and A, is the E,-realization of A,. 
(ii) A,~~(E,,M,o)ande~‘~“=e~‘~l,IE~,t~O. 
(iii) A, is a norm-isomorphism from E,, , onto E,. 
(iv) {zEC; Re z>o}cp(-A.), (~+A.)-‘=(jl+Ap)-‘lE,, and 
Il(d+A.)-‘II ~~E,)~IJ(~+A)~‘Il~p(t-,for Re I>w. 
(v) Zf A ~~ ’ is compact then E, CG E,. 
(vi) Zf AEX’(E) then A.EX(E%), 
for t > 0, o > co, and k E N, where M, is any constant satisfying 
lI(J+A)-‘II L?(E) G MCI/( 1 + I 1 I), Re l>Oo. 
Moreover there exists 9 E (0,742) such that (iv) remains true if we replace 
{zEC; Rez>w} by C,. 
Proof If 1 <p < co this is an easy consequence of the results in 
[7, Appendix] and well-known facts about holomorphic semigroups (cf. 
also [9, Corollary 8.21). It is easily verified that those proofs apply also if 
we admit (., .)@, and (., .)“,, o. as interpolation functor, due to the fact 
that (., .)@ is exact of exponent 0 and the dense imbeddings (5.6) hold. 1 
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Remark 6.2. In a recent paper Da Prato and Grisvard [12] define a 
scale of extrapolation spaces D,(O - l), 0 < 0 < 1, as follows: let F, 
denote the Banach space (Ex E)/graph(A) and define a continuous injec- 
tion J: E --$ FA by J(X) := (0, x)“, where (x, v)” denotes the equivalence 
class of (x, y) E E x E in FA. Then J(E) is a dense linear subspace of F, by 
[12, Lemma 1.11 and we endow J(E) with the topology of E so that 
JE Isom(E, J(E)) and 
J(E) d F,. 
For x E E, put A”Jx := JAx. Since JAx = - (x, 0)” and E, isdense in E, the 
operator 2 : J(E,) + FA has a unique continuous extension over J(E), 
denoted again by 2, that is A” E L?(J(E), I;A). Moreover it follows from [ 12, 
Proposition 1.23 and the fact that o < 0 that A” E Isom(J(E), FA). Da Prato 
and Grisvard define now D,(O - 1) to be the continuous interpolation 
spaces between FA and J(E), that is, 
DA-l)=Wd%,,, O<Q<l, (1) 
due to the result of Dore and Favini [14]. (In fact, in our particular 
situation (1) follows already from results known before; cf. [ll, 24, 281.) 
Let now J-, := A”JA :f and observe that A”JA -‘x = Jx for x E E. This 
implies that the diagram 
E --f+ J(E) 
A-1 I I ,i 
E-1 J_I FA 
is commutative. Moreover all maps in this diagram are isomorphisms. 
Since Da Prato and Grisvard identify E with J(E) it follows that the 
extrapolation spaces D,(O - l), 0 < 0 < 1, coincide (except for equivalent 
norms) with our extrapolation spaces E+ , , 0 < 0 < 1, if we employ the 
particular choice ( ., .)@ := (., .)“,, 5. for each 0 E (0, 1). 
In general (E-, , E,),,2 # E. However, the following “almost reiteration 
theorem” implies 
(E-1, E~L,z+EG EG (E-I, E,),,*-z 
for every E E (0, +). 
THEOREM 6.3. Suppose that -oo<u<~<co and O<y~<y<y+<l. 
Then 
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Proof. The asserted continuous inclusions have been proven in 
[9, Theorem 8.31 if p is restricted to belong to (1, co). The proof uses only 
(5.2) and (5.4). Hence the same proof applies to the case p = 1 and, by 
replacing (5.2) by (5.3) and (5.4) by (5.5) respectively, to the case p = co. 
The density assertions follow from (5.6) and Theorem 6.1. 1 
Remark 6.4. In [S, Theorem 3.31 there is given a sufficient condition 
for the validity of a “sharp” reiteration theorem. Namely, if the set of 
purely imaginary fractional powers {A”; 1 t 1 < E} is bounded in Y(E) for 
some a>0 and if (., .)8=[.,.]8 for each OE(O, l), then 
Moreover in this case E, = D(A”) for CI 3 0. 
In the reflexive case we can give a useful characterization of ((E,, A,), 
CI E iw > by means of duality. To be precise, we assume that 
E is reflexive and 
(.,.)OE { [:., .I@, t.3 .)e,p; 1 <PC a>, O<O<l. 
(RI 
Observe that we now exclude the “limiting cases” (., .)@, 1 and (., .)“,, m as 
possible interpolation functors. Then we put 
c.7 .),” :={;.;..;@;p, 
if (., .I@= Il., .Is 
if (., .I@= (., .I@,, 
for 0~0~1, wherep’:=p/(p-1). 
Since E is reflexive it is well known that 
A’EtcqE’, M, 0) and (e--rA)t = ,-L4’ 2 t 2 0, 
where denotes the “duality functor.” Hence we can construct a scale of 
Banach spaces and generators as above, but starting with (E’, A’) and 
using the interpolation functors (., .),” , 0 < 0 < 1. In the following we 
denote this scale, the dual scale, by 
Moreover we denote by ( ., . ) : E’ x E + C the duality pairing between E 
and E. Then we have the following “duality theorem,” which has been 
proven in [7, Theorem 111. 
THEOREM 6.5. Let the “reflexivity condition” (R) be satisfied. Then E, is 
reflexive and 
(E,)’ = P,, M E R, 
580’70,‘2-5 
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with respect to the duality pairing ( ., . ). Moreover (A,)’ = A?‘, for every 
CIE R. 
Here and in the following we write X A Y if X and Y are Banach spaces 
differing by equivalent norms only. 
Remark 6.6. Suppose that BE Y(E, M, 0). Then we can construct a 
scale {(F,, B,); a E lR} starting with (E, B) (and using the same inter- 
polation functors as above). In many cases it is of interest to know that for 
some I> 0 the extrapolation spaces E pB and F-, coincide (perhaps except 
for equivalent norms). Below we give some simple sufficient conditions for 
this occur. 
(a) Suppose that condition (R) is satisfied. Then EP,= F-, iff 
EP” =F,#. 
This follows immediately from Theorem 6.5. 
(b) Suppose that A - ‘B and B- ‘A are bounded. Then E ~ I k I;_ 1. 
Indeed, the assumption implies 
ItA-‘XII d IIA-‘Bll IIB-‘XII, IV-‘XII < II-II IlAd, x E E, 
where the bar denotes closure. Hence x w 11 A ~ ‘X II and x H 1) B-ix II are 
equivalent norms on E. Thus they lead to the same completions,. except for 
equivalent norms, of course. 
(c) Suppose that D(A’)=D(B’). Then EP, + FP,. 
Indeed, the assumption and the closed graph theorem imply A’(B’)- ‘, 
B’(A’)-‘E 9’(E). Since (A’) ’ = (A-‘)‘, it follows that 
I(x’,A~‘Bx)I=I(B’(A’)- ‘x’,~)l<llB’(A’)-‘II llx’ll llxll 
for x’ E E’ and x E D(B). Thus A ‘B is bounded. By interchanging the roles 
of A and B we get the boundedness of B-IA. Hence (c) is a consequence 
of (b). 
It should be noted that, due to Remark 6.2, criterion (b) above 
generalizes the results of Da Prato and Grisvard (see [ 12, Remark 2.4.1). 
Remark 6.7. The scale {(E,, A,), c( E [w} depends, of course, upon the 
linear operator A and upon the choice of the interpolation functors ( ., .)@, 
0 < 0 c 1. Observe, however, that 0 + A E Y(E, M, o-a) and eer(o+A)= 
~ o* e e-IA, r > 0, for every c E [w. Hence we can construct the Banach space 
E,(a), c( E [w, for every 0 > w. Then it is easily verified that E,(a,) G Ea(c2) 
for every a E IF! and all 0, > oZ > w. Hence the assumption that o < 0 is no 
real restriction. 
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Remark 6.8. It is well known that the Cauchy problem 
zi + Au =f( t), O<t<T, u(O)=xeE (2) 
does not have a solution, in general, iffe C( [0, T], E). For this reason the 
function 
5 
, 
t b u(t) := eC’Ax+ e-crp7)Af(~) dz, O<tdT, (3) 
0 
is said to be a mild solution of (2). However, if we consider the 
“generalized Cauchy problem” 
ti + A ~~, u =f( t), O<t<T, u(0) =x, (2L I 
then (3) is a solution of (2) _, (e.g., [ 15, Lemma 2.4.21). This gives a new 
interpretation of mild solutions to (2). (For another interpretation see [ 15, 
Theorem 2.4.61.) 
Recently the author became aware of the fact that the negative spaces, 
E-, , k E N, had also been introduced by Nagel [25], who also proved 
Theorem 6.1 for the discrete scale (Ek, Ak), k E Z. In addition, he indicated 
how these spaces could be used to prove perturbation theorems. That 
research has since been pushed forward in the thesis of Walther [34], who 
has also an interesting extension of Theorem 6.5 to the nonreflexive case 
(still in the case of the discrete scale, i.e., for k E Z). 
7. PARABOLIC FUNDAMENTAL SOLUTIONS IN 
INTERPOLATION AND EXTRAPOLATION SPACES 
Throughout the remainder of this paper we assume that 
{A(t), 0 < t < T} is a family of closed and densely defined linear 
operators in the Banach space E such that p( -A(t)) 2 Co and there 
is a constant MO with (A) 
ll(A+A(t))-‘II <Molt1 + IAl), %EC,,,O<~<T. 
It is well known that (A) implies the existence of constants Mb and o < 0, 
depending only upon MO, such that 
A(t) E %(E, Mb, 0) n =WE), OdtdT. 
Hence the scales 
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are well defined, where each one of these scales is constructed as in 
Section 6, starting with (E, A(t)) (and where the interpolation functors 
( ., . )@, 0 < 0 < 1, are independent of t, of course). 
We denote by d the set of all CY ER such that 
E,(t) e E,(O) i= E,, OQtbT, 
and such that there exists a constant ~(a) > 0 with 
(1) 
(l/K(~))11 x II & d /I x II E@(l) G 4~)ll x II E,, xEE,,Odt<T. (2) 
Thus c( E A iff the spaces E,(r), 0 < t 6 T, are independent of t, except for 
uniformly equivalent norms. Observe that 0 E A. 
We assume also throughout that 
PEA and b+l~A and 
A,k)@‘(CO, Tl, W&+,,E,J) 
for some p E (0, 1). 
w )I?. P 
Thus there are constants L,, and N, such that 
/I~p(~)-~~(t)ll~P(~~~+,,~~~~~,I~-tIP, s, t E CO, Tl, 
and 
II A,Mll F(E,~+,.~~)+ IIAp’(t)ll,(q,~,~+,~~~~~ O<t<T. 
Assumption (A) implies also the existence of a constant 9 := 9(M,) E 
(0, x/2) such that p( -A(t)) 3 L’, and 
Il(~+A(t))-‘II Gc(M,)/(l+ 1~11, AEC,,O<~<T. (3) 
Now we can prove the following 
LEMMA 7.1. Suppose that y E A satisfies b $ y < fl+ 1 and let 0 < E < 
(l+B-Y) A(Y-B)ifj3<Y<D+1, and E := 0 otherwise. Then there exists 
a constant c := c(M,, K(B), ~(/j + 1 ), y, E) such that 
Proof We obtain from (3), Theorem 6.1, the identity A(1+ A)-’ = 
1 - A(,4 + A)- ‘, and (2) the estimates 
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for AEC$, O<t<T, and r, r~~{/?,fl+l} with 531. Moreover 
Theorem 6.3 implies 
@BP EB+l)Y-B+e4EyG(Ep E/J+l)y-p--E (4) 
for fi < y < fl+ 1. Now the assertion follows by interpolation. 1 
After these preparations we can easily prove the following existence 
THEOREM 7.2. There exists a parabolic fundamental solution U, for 
{A,(t);O<t<T}. It possesses Ek+I as regularity subspace and satisfies 
Upe C(T,, =ZdEP+A). 
If a E A satisfies p > a - fl> 0 then U, restricts to a parabolic fundamental 
solution U, on E, for (AZ(f); 0 Q t d T}, which has E,, , as regularity 
s&space and satisfies 
Moreooer, there exists a constant c := c(&,, M,,, N,, X(N), tc(p), tc(/I + l), ~1, 
/?, p, T) such that 
II U,(t, s)ll Lf(Et) + (t-s)11 U,(t, m!(Ep, &y+,) 
+ IIA,UJ,Yt, s)II~(E,j+ (t-s)llA.U,(t, s)II,m6 c (5) 
for (t,s)ETd andrE{tL,&cc+l}. 
Proof Put X,, := E, and X, := E,, i. Then it follows from (A) (H)B,P, 
Theorem 6.1, and (2) that Assumption (A,) is satisfied, where M := 
M(M,, K(P)). Hence the first part of the assertion is a consequence of 
Theorem 2.1. 
Put X, := E, and fix E := E(P, u, /I) such that 0 < E < (p + b-u) A (a - /?). 
Then it follows from Lemma 7.1, (3), Theoem 6.1, and (2) that 
Assumption (A,) is satisfied with 0 < y _ := OL - /I -E < a - p + E =: y + < p 
and K := K(M,, rc(a), K(P), ~(fl+ 1)). Hence the second part of the 
assertion is a consequence of Theorem 2.2. 1 
Remarks 7.3. (a) It should be noted that E,, l(t), that is, the domain 
of A,(t), is not assumed to be “constant in time.” 
(b) If p > -p > 0 then, by choosing a = 0, Theorem 7.2 shows that 
U, restricts to a parabolic fundamental solution on E for {A(t); 0 < t < T). 
In this case 0 := fi + 1 E (0, 1) and the interpolation spaces E,(t) = 
(E, D(A(t))), are “constant in time.” Thus it follows from Remark 6.4 that 
Theorem 7.2 contains [S, Theorem 4.41 as a very special case. 
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(c) The importance of Theorem 7.2 lies in the fact that there is no 
restriction for the choice of the interpolation functors and that a can be 
arbitrarily chosen in A, subject to the condition p > tx - /I > 0. This gives 
great flexibility, which is cf particular importance in applying the abstract 
results of this paper to quasilinear parabolic systems, since it allows “boot- 
strapping arguments” to improve regularity. 
8. CAUCHY PROBLEMS 
First we prove the following technical 
LEMMA 8.1. Supposethata, y~Asatisfyj?<cr<y<~+l andp>a-p, 
and let 0 <E < (a-p) A (y -a) A (p +/?-a). Then there exists a constant 
c := c(&,, MO, No, ~(a), K(B), K(B + I), a, B, y, p, T, ~1 such that 
(f-S) ‘+li-y+e II~~(t~s)II~p(E~,E,,+,) 
+ (t-s) l+z-y+e IIAP~P(t,s)ll,(,;,,,~c 
for (t, s)E PA. 
Proof. Let P? := {L,, M,, N,, K(a), K(B), rc(/3+ l), c(, /?, p, T>. Then we 
deduce from (7.4) and (7.5), by interpolation, that 
(t-s) ‘+B--Y+E IIUp(t,s)ll~P(Ei.E~+,)~C(~,Y,&) 
for (t, s)fz fA. 
Observe that, by (4.40), 
U,=b+h* U, 
(1) 
(2) 
(where the meaning of b and h in the present context is clear). Lemma 7.1, 
Lemma 3.1, Theorem 6.1, and (7.2) imply 
ABbEW,,Eg, ~+B-Y+E/~)~R(E,,E~+,,~+B-Y++E/~) 
with norms bounded by ~(9, y, E). Hence, by using Theorem 6.3 and 
interpolation, 
ABbE52(E,, E,, 1 +X-Y+&), (3) 
with norm bounded by c(9)‘, y, a). Similar arguments show that 
Ai,h E WE,, 1, E,,j+--P+&-P), j=O, 1, (4) 
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with norms bounded by ~(9, E). Hence (l), (4), and (3.4) imply 
(Aih)* U,ER(E,,E,,j+cc-y-p+&), j=O, 1, (5) 
with norms bounded by ~(9, y, E). Thus it follows from E, cs E, and the 
closedness of A,(t) that A,(h * UP)= (AD/z) * U,. Consequently, by (2), 
(31, (51, and (3.21, 
A,U,j=A,b+(A,h)* Ug~53(E,,E,, l+a-y+&), 
with norm bounded by ~(9, y, E), which, together with (l), proves the 
assertion. m 
After these preparations we can prove the following existence, 
uniqueness, and regularity 
THEOREM 8.2. Suppose that c( E A satisfies p > c( - /? > 0. Moreover 
suppose that either 
(i) fg CE( [0, T], E,) for some EE (0, 1) or 
(ii) f~C([O,T],E,)forsomeyEA withcr<y<p+l. 
Then the Cauchy problem 
ti+A&)u=f(t), s< t< T, u(s)=x (6) 
possesses for each (s, x) E [0, T) x E, a unique solution 
u(., s, X)E C(Ls, Tl, EDIn C((s, 7’1, Eg+I)nCL((~, Tl, Ed (7) 
Moreover u( ., s, x) is the solution of the Cauchy problem 
tj+A,(t)u=f(t), (T < t d T, v(a) = u(a, s, x) (81, 
for each a E (s, T), and 
4.3 s, X)E C(Cs, Tl, 4) if XEE,. 
If (ii) is satisfied and x E E,, , , then u( ., s, x) is a strict solution of (6) and 
4.3 ‘1 x)~C(Tt,,Efi+,). (9) 
Zf (ii) is satisfied and x E E, + ,(s), then 
4 ., s, x) E C’( Cs, Tl, E,) (10) 
and u( ., s, x) is a strict solution of (8),. 
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Proof. Let (i) be satisfied. Thenfc CE( [0, T], EB), since E, cs E,. Hence 
the first part of Theorem 7.2 and [32, Theorem 52.31 imply the existence 
of a unique solution 
u:=U(.,S,X)EC([S, T],Ep)“Cl((S, T],Ep) (11) 
of (6). 
If (ii) is satisfied, then we deduce from E, 4 E,, the first part of 
Theorem 7.2, Lemma 8.1, and Theorem 1.1 also that (6) has a unique 
solution satisfying (11). 
Hence, in either case, 
Agu=f-tieC((s, T], E,): 
which, together with Ai’( .)E C([O, T], Y(E,, E,, 1)), implies 
~EC((S, Tl,E,+,). (12) 
Let now (TE (s, T) be arbitrary and consider the Cauchy problem (8),. 
Since U(C, s, x) E D(AP(c)) = E,, , 4 E,, we deduce from Theorems 7.2 and 
2.3, if (i) is satisfied, and from Theorem 7.2, Lemma 8.1, and Theorem 1.1, 
if (ii) is satisfied, respectively, that (8), possesses a unique solution 
0 E C(Ca, Tl, E,) n C’((o, U, ~9. (13) 
Since A, is the E,-realization of A,, by Theorem 6.1, uniqueness implies 
u(t) = u(t) for a< t < T. Thus (7) is a consequence of (11)(13) and the 
arbitrariness of u E (s, T). This proves the first part of the assertion. 
Let now (ii) be satisfied. Observe that, by identifying first f(t) E E, with 
[A -+f (t) A] E 5Y(C, EY) and then f with 
C(t, $1 ++f ([)I E NC, 4, Oh 
Lemma 8.1 and (3.2)-( 3.4) imply 
provided E > 0 is sufficiently small. Hence (9) follows from 
U(.,S,X)=U,(-,s)x+U,*f(-,s), 
Theorem 7.2, and Corollary 1.2. The fact that u(. , s, x) is a strict solution 
of (6) or (8),, respectively, is a consequence of Theorems 7.3 and 1.3. 1 
As mentioned in the Introduction, Theorem 8.2 has two possible 
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interpretations. Namely, if E, is to be considered as the basic space, then it 
can be interpreted as a regularity theorem. In fact, it guarantees that 
4.3 s, X)E C’((s, n E,) and 46 s, xl E &+ l(t), s<t<T. 
Thus the solution has better regularity properties than the initial value. 
On the other hand, if E, is the principal Banach space, then Theorem 8.2 
guarantees that the Cauchy problem 
ti + A,(t) u =f(t), s < t < T, u(s) = x 
is solvable for each (s, X)E (IO, T) x E,. In this case the domains of A,(t) 
will vary with t, in general, and the important point is the fact that only a 
mild regularity condition for {A.(t); 0 < t 6 T} is required. 
Remark 8.3. It follows from Remarks 1.4 and 6.7 that all results of 
Section 7 and 8 remain true if we replace Z, in Assumption (A) by 0 + Z, 
for some G E iw. Then the various estimates will also depend upon (r, of 
course. 
9. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
In applying Theorems 7.2 and 8.2 to concrete situations, it is a major 
problem to guarantee that the set A is so big that the hypotheses of those 
theorems are verifiable. (Of course, A = [w in the trivial case where A is 
independent of t.) In the following two subsections we shall study 
this problem in the case of constant domains and in the general case, 
respectively. 
9.1. The Case of Constant Domains 
Suppose that D(A(t)) is independent of t E [0, T]. Then, by the closed 
graph theorem, E,(t) A E,, 0 6 t 6 T. Moreover assume that 
A(.)EC(EO, Tl, y(E,, El). 
Then (cf. the proof of (2.7)), there exists a constant N, such that 
II A(t)ll IR(E,,E)+ IIA-‘(t)ll,(~,E,)~N,, Obt<T. 
This implies easily that 1 E A and K( 1) = NT. Hence, since 0 E A and 
K(O)= 1, we deduce, by interpolation, that [0, l] cd and K(CL) = NY for 
0 < c1< 1. Thus, letting fl := 0, Theorems 7.2 and 8.2 are applicable for any 
choice of the parameters a and y, subject to the restrictions 0 < a < y < 1 and 
p > a. 
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9.2. The Case of Variable Domains 
The problem of deciding whether c1 E Iw belongs to A conists of two parts. 
Namely one has to verify (7.1) and the uniformity condition (7.2). In 
practical cases (e.g., in applications to parabolic initial boundary value 
problems) it is often possible to verify (7.1) for certain values CLE (0, 1) by 
considering the particular structure of the operators A(t). Hence we shall 
concentrate here on condition (7.2) and the case of negative a’s 
First we assume that 
there exist a Banach space W, and a constant K > 0, such that 
E,(~)G W, G E w 
x - l II x II w, G II x II E,(r) d K II x II w,r XE E,(t), 
for O<t<T. 
Observe that (W) implies that each E,(t) is a closed linear subspace of W,. 
Moreover (W) implies a certain uniform equivalence of the norms of E,(t), 
although E,(t) # E,(s) for t #s, in general. In practical applications W, is 
typically a Sobolev space w’,“, the (natural) domain of an elliptic differen- 
tial operator, whereas E,(t) is determined by time-dependent boundary 
conditions. 
Let W,(t) := (E,(t), i/.//w,). Then it follows from (W) that 
ide Isom(E,(t), W,(t)) for each t. Hence we deduce from (W), by inter- 
polation, that 
K--I II x II w*(r) IIG II x II E,(t) II G KX II x II W,(r)? xEE,(tL (1) 
for 0 d t d T and c1 E (0, l), where W,(t) := (E, W,(t)),. 
LEMMA 9.1. Let (W) be satisfied and suppose that E,(t) k E,(O) =: E, 
for 0 < t < T and some u E (0, 1). Then a E A and K(E) = J?. 
Proof. This follows from (1) and the fact that the norm of W,(t) does 
not depend on t. 1 
Suppose now also that 
the rejlexivity condition (R) is satisfied. 
Then the dual scales ( (Ez (t), A,# (t)), c1 E I!-3 } are well defined for each 
t E [0, T]. Hence the following assumption is meaningful: 
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there exists a Banach space WL such that 
E:(t) G WY 4 E 
and 
for O<t<T. 
In the following we let 
B:= {cx[O, 11; E,I 
and 
:t) i E,, o<t<Tl 
B#:={e[O, 11; E,# 
Then we have the following 
PROPOSITION 9.2. Let Assumptions (W), (R), and (W#) be satisfied. 
Then d,:=Bu(-B#)cd andIc(a)=c(a)K”“‘for aEd,, 
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W”) 
ProoJ This is an easy consequence of Lemma 9.1, Remark 6.6(a), and 
the definition of the dual norm. 1 
Thus, given (W), (R), and (W#), we see that any PE(-B#)n(B- 1) is 
admissible in Assumption (H )B,p. 
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